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Use of the perturbation theory in the study of attributes of elastic waves propagating in weakly
anisotropic media leads to approximate but transparent and simple formulas, which have many
applications in forward and inverse wave modeling. We present and study such formulas. We show
that all studied attributes depend on elements of a matrix linearly dependent on parameters of a
medium. We study this dependence with the goal to understand which parameters of the medium,
and in which combinations, affect individual wave attributes. Alternative auxiliar vector bases, in
which the matrix can be specified, are proposed and studied. The vector bases offer alternative
specifications of polarization vectors ofqS waves. One of the important observations is that the
higher-order (n>2) perturbation formulas forqS waves are obtained separately forqS1 andqS2
waves. We also study effects of the use of the perturbation theory on the accuracy of the
determination of the acoustical axes in weakly anisotropic media. We show that longitudinal
directions in the first-order approximation are identical with actual ones. In singular directions,
however, the first-order formulas provide directions, which may deviate from the exact ones, or they
may even indicate false singular directions. Again, the above-mentioned matrix depending linearly
on the parameters of the medium plays a central role in this study. ©2003 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1591772#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Perturbation theory is a useful tool for approxima
study of wave properties in weakly anisotropic media. Es
cially its first-order approximation yields simple and tran
parent formulas only slightly more complicated than tho
for isotropic media. Thus it allows approximate but very e
fective solution of forward and inverse problems like r
tracing, travel-time computations, travel-time tomograp
local determination of parameters of media, etc. Perturba
theory also plays an important role in the coupling ray the
and quasi-isotropic approximation in particular@see Červený
~2001!, for example#.

Farra~2001! extended standard techniques for the cal
lation of the first-order approximations of the phase veloc
and polarization vectors~see, e.g., Jech and Psˇenčı́k, 1989!,
and proposed a procedure how to calculate even higher-o
approximations. In this contribution, we extend and ap
results of Farra~2001!. We extend it by a detailed descriptio
of the construction of perturbation series forqS waves, by
introduction of new, useful, auxiliary vectorial bases,
which the perturbation formulas can be specified, and by
sensitivity study of the wave attributes. We then apply
formulas to study, both analytically and numerically, beha
ior of first-order perturbation formulas in the directions
acoustical axes.

a!Electronic mail: farra@ipgp.jussieu.fr
b!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic

ip@ig.cas.cz
c!Address used for correspondence.
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In perturbation formulas of any order, an important ro
is played by a matrix,Bmn , whose elements control variou
attributes of elastic waves. The matrix has several interes
and important properties. It is independent of the choice o
reference medium. It depends linearly on weak anisotro
~WA! parameters, which are, in turn, linearly related to el
tic parameters. Explicit dependence of the matrixBmn on
various parameters of the medium or their combinatio
makes it possible to study sensitivity of various attributes
elastic waves propagating in an anisotropic medium to
parameters. This is important information for inversion
observed data into elastic moduli~Chu et al., 1994; Song
et al., 2001; Zheng and Psˇenčı́k, 2002!. Attention is also paid
to alternative ways of constructing approximate formulas
the polarization vectors ofqS waves.

A special attention is devoted to the study of effects
the first-order perturbation formulas on the position of aco
tical axes in weakly anisotropic media. Acoustical axes ar
characteristic feature of anisotropic media. We can dis
guish two kinds of acoustical axes~Schoenberg and Helbig
1997!. The first are the well-knownsingular directionsin
which the twoqS waves propagating in anisotropic med
propagate with the same phase velocity. These directions
respond to the places on the slowness surfaces at which
two qS-wave sheets are in a contact. Characteristic featu
of singular directions and their vicinity are distortions
slowness surfaces and strong variations ofqS-wave polariza-
tion vectors~Schoenberg and Helbig, 1997; Shuvalov a
Every, 1997; Vavrycˇuk, 2003!. The second kind of acoustica
axes arelongitudinal directions. A characteristic feature o
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longitudinal directions is propagation of purely longitudin
and purely transverse waves along them, i.e., propagatio
qP waves with polarization parallel to the slowness vec
~specifying the longitudinal direction! and propagation ofqS
waves with polarization perpendicular to the slowness v
tor. Helbig ~1993! and Schoenberg and Helbig~1997! pro-
pose to use the acoustical axes for inversion of observed
into elastic parameters specifying anisotropy of the mediu
It thus seems that importance of the acoustical axes m
increase in the near future. In this contribution, we stu
effects of frequently used approximations on the accur
with which the acoustical axes can be determined.

In Sec. II, basic equations are given. Properties of
matrix Bmn and its sensitivity to the parameters of a mediu
are studied. Alternative auxiliar vector bases, in which
matrix Bmn can be specified, are proposed and discus
Then basic results of Farra~2001! are briefly reviewed and
extended. It is shown that the higher-order (n>2) perturba-
tion formulas forqS waves are obtained separately forqS1
and qS2 waves. An alternative determination of two un
vectors specifying theqS-wave polarization, which leads t
simplified polarization formulas, is proposed. In Sec. III, t
conditions for the determination of acoustical axes in
first-order approximation of the perturbation theory a
specified and discussed. The accuracy of the determina
of acoustical axes determined by the perturbation formula
studied. In Sec. IV, accuracy of perturbation formulas is
lustrated on several numerical examples of media use
literature. The Appendix contains explicit expressions for
elements for one of many possible specifications of the
trix Bmn .

In the following, component notation is used. All th
Roman lowercase indices range over the values 1, 2, a
and the uppercase indices over the values 1 and 2. Ein
summation convention is used for the repeated subscr
Where necessary, superscripts are used. The superscrip
parentheses indicate an order of the quantity. In the matr
B̂mn

( j ) and in the vectorsêi
( j )m , the upper indicesj in paren-

theses indicate thatB̂mn
( j ) andêi

( j )m are used in expressions fo
the quantities of thejth or (j 11)-st order~see the text!. The
superscripts in the curly brackets~for example,gi

$m%) indicate
the type of the wave,m51, 2 for theqSwaves andm53 for
the qP wave. Voigt notationAab for density-normalized
elastic parameters, witha, b running from 1 to 6, is used in
parallel with the tensor notationai jkl .

II. HIGHER-ORDER PERTURBATION FORMULAS

We first study properties of the matrixBmn playing the
basic role in perturbation formulas for many wave attribut
Then we briefly review the formulas for the calculation
higher-order terms for the phase velocity and polarization
qP andqS waves derived by Farra~2001!, and present their
alternative form forqS waves.

A. Basic equations

Let us start from the Christoffel matrix

G jk5ai jkl ninl . ~1!
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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The symbol ai jkl denotes a tensor of density-normalize
elastic parameters andni is a unit wave vector. The Christ
offel matrix G jk is symmetric and positive definite, see, e.
Červený ~2001!. Thus for any direction of the wave vecto
ni , G jk has three positive and real eigenvaluesGm

5Gm(nj ) and three corresponding eigenvectorsgi
$m%(nj ).

They satisfy the following system of equations:

~G jk2Gmd jk!gk
$m%50. ~2!

Two eigenvaluesG1 and G2 with corresponding eigenvec
tors gi

$1% and gi
$2% correspond to the twoqS waves, and the

remaining eigenvalueG3 with the eigenvectorgi
$3% belongs

to theqP wave. The eigenvalues are related to the square
corresponding phase velocitiescm(nj ),

Gm~nj !5cm
2 ~nj !. ~3!

The eigenvectorsgi
$m% specify polarization vectors of the cor

responding waves. The eigenvaluesG1 andG2 are for most
geological materials smaller thanG3 ~Schoenberg and Hel
big, 1997!. Since the relation betweenG1 and G2 can be
chosen arbitrarily, we choose it as follows:G2<G1,G3 .

The tensorai jkl can be expressed as follows:

ai jkl 5ai jkl
~0! 1Dai jkl . ~4!

Here ai jkl
(0) is a tensor of density-normalized elastic para

eters in a reference isotropic medium:

ai jkl
~0! 5~a222b2!d i j dkl1b2~d ikd j l 1d i l d jk! ~5!

andDai jkl is its perturbation. In~5!, a andb denoteP- and
S-wave velocities of the reference isotropic medium.

B. Matrix B mn

We introduce three mutually perpendicular unit vecto
ei

1, ei
2, andei

3 so thatei
35ni . The vectorsei

1 andei
2, situ-

ated in the plane perpendicular toei
3, can be chosen arbi

trarily.
We use the vectorsei

k to define a matrixBmn ,

Bmn5G jkej
mek

n . ~6!

The matrixBmn is independent of the choice of the referen
isotropic medium. It is related to theweak anisotropy~WA!
matrix Bmn5Dai jkl ninlej

mek
n , which, in contrast toBmn , de-

pends on the choice of the reference medium. Equation~13!
of Pšenčı́k and Gajewski~1998! yields the relation between
the two matrices:

Bmn5Bmn1c0
2dmn . ~7!

The symbolc0 in Eq. ~7! stands for the phase velocity of th
reference isotropic medium. Form5n51 or 2, c05b; for
m5n53, c05a. From ~7!, we can see that the off-diagona
terms of the matrixBmn are of the first order.

In the following we frequently use two specifications
the vectorsei

K and, thus, of the matrixBmn . In one we use a
matrix B̂mn

(0) defined by Eq.~6! with vectorsei
1 andei

2 substi-
tuted by vectorsêi

(0)1 and êi
(0)2 chosen so that

B̂12
~0!50, B̂11

~0!.B̂22
~0! . ~8!
1367V. Farra and I. Pšenčı́k: Wave attributes in anisotropic media
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The second condition in Eq.~8! excludes singular direction
from our considerations. The singular directions are stud
in Sec. III. The diagonal elements of the matrixB̂mn

(0) specify
the first-order approximationsGm

(1) of the eigenvalues of the
Christoffel matrix, see Farra~2001!. Specifically,

G1
~1!5B̂11

~0! , G2
~1!5B̂22

~0! , G3
~1!5B̂33

~0!5B33. ~9!

Since the elements of the matrixBmn are independent of the
velocitiesa andb of the reference medium,Gm

(1) in ~9! are
independent of them, too.

In the other specification, we substitute the vectorsei
K

by vectorsēi
K given by Eqs.~A1! and~A2! of the Appendix.

We denote the corresponding matrixBmn by a bar: B̄mn .
Explicit expressions for the elements of the matrixB̄mn can
be found in Eqs.~A4! in the Appendix. Elements of a matri
Bmn specified for arbitrarily chosen vectorsei

J are related to
B̄mn by simple linear relations. If we denote byf the acute
angle between the vectorsei

1 and ēi
1, the elements of the

matrix B̄mn transform intoBmn in the following simple way,
see, e.g., Psˇenčı́k and Vavryčuk ~2002!:

B115B̄11cos2 f12B̄12cosf sinf1B̄22sin2 f,

B225B̄11sin2 f22B̄12cosf sinf1B̄22cos2 f,

B125~B̄222B̄11! cosf sinf1B̄12~cos2 f2sin2 f!,
~10!

B135B̄13cosf1B̄23sinf,

B2352B̄13sinf1B̄23cosf, B335B̄33.

We can see that the elementsB̄11, B̄12, and B̄22 transform
into the elements of the matrixBmn with the same subscripts
The same holds for the elementsB̄13 and B̄23. The element
B̄33 is unaffected by the rotation.

In what follows it is shown that in the first-order ap
proximation the elements of the above matrices con
phase velocities, polarizations, and orientations of acous
axes of elastic waves propagating in weakly anisotropic m
dia. The elementsB11, B12, and B22 are related to the
qS-wave phase velocities and control orientation of singu
directions. The elementB33 is related to theqP-wave phase
velocity. The elementsB13 andB23 are related to the polar
ization vectors ofqP andqS waves and control orientatio
of the longitudinal directions. Since, for givenei

K , the ele-
ments of the matrixBmn are linear functions of the WA o
elastic parameters, it is desirable to deduce which parame
can affect individual elements of the matrixBmn , and which
parameters and in which form~individually or in a combina-
tion with others! can be retrieved from individual elemen
of the matrixBmn .

By a simple inspection of Eqs.~A4! in the Appendix, we
can find that the elementsB̄11, B̄12, and B̄22 are controlled
by 15 mutually independent coefficients, which depend
early on all 21 WA parameters. The coefficients aree15

2e35, e242e34, xx2e34, xy2e35, ex2dx1ez , ey2dy

1ez , dz2ex2ey , xz2e16, xz2e26, gx , gy , gz , e45, e46,
and e56. We can see that from the above elements of
1368 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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matrix B̄mn we can retrieve individually only six WA param
eters. All remaining 15 WA parameters can be found only
combinations with others.

By a similar inspection of the elementB̄33 we can find
that the element is controlled by 15 different mutually ind
pendent coefficients, which depend on 15qP-wave WA pa-
rameters. The coefficients areex , ey , ez , ex2dx1ez , ey

2dy1ez , dz2ex2ey , xx , xy , xz , e15, e16, e24, e26, e34,
and e35. We can see that in this case all 15 involved W
parameters can be determined fromB̄33 individually.

The elementsB̄13 andB̄23 are controlled by 14 mutually
independent coefficients, which depend on 15qP-wave WA
parameters. The coefficients have the same form as forB̄33

except ex , ey , ez . Instead of these three coefficients w
have their two combinations:ex2ez andey2ez . This means
that from the elementsB̄13 andB̄23 we can retrieve only nine
individual WA parameters. The remaining six can be det
mined only in combinations. This has been observed
Zheng and Psˇenčı́k ~2002! during their inversion of synthetic
polarization data in a VTI model.

A similar analysis in terms of the elastic parametersAab

yields the following conclusions, which can be simply d
duced from Eqs.~A3!. The elementsB̄11, B̄12, andB̄22 de-
pend on all 21 elastic parameters. Only six of them,A44,
A55, A66, A46, A56, andA45, can be found individually. The
remaining 15 elastic parameters can be found only in co
binations with other parameters.

The elementB̄33 depends also on all 21 elastic param
eters. But only nine of them,A11, A22, A33, A15, A16, A24,
A26, A34 andA35, can be found individually. The remainin
12 elastic parameters can be found only in combinations w
others.

The elementsB̄13 andB̄23 depend again on all 21 elasti
parameters. But only six of them,A15, A16, A24, A26, A34

andA35, can be determined individually. The remaining 1
elastic parameters can be obtained only in combinations

C. qP wave

We follow Farra ~2001! and express the polarizatio
vector gi

$3% , related to theqP wave, in the vector basis
(êi

(0)1,êi
(0)2,ei

3). Insertinggi
$3% specified in this way into~2!

and multiplying the resulting equation successively byêi
(0)1,

êi
(0)2, andei

3, we get a set of three equations from which w
can determine a vector parallel to the exact polarization v
tor gi

$3% :

B̂13
~0!

G32G1
~1!

êi
~0!11

B̂23
~0!

G32G2
~1!

êi
~0!21ei

3. ~11!

Note that the vector~11! is generally not unit. Equation~11!
is derived under the assumption that the expressions in
denominators are nonzero. As mentioned above, in most
logical materials this is guaranteed.

The vector~11! specifies the exact direction of polariza
tion vector of theqP wave. Since the determination of th
vectorsêj

(0)K andej
3 of the elements of the matrixB̂mn

(0) and of
the first-order approximations of the eigenvalues is straig
forward, only knowledge of the exact eigenvalueG3 is nec-
V. Farra and I. Pšenčı́k: Wave attributes in anisotropic media
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essary for the determination of the direction of the polari
tion vectorgi

$3% from Eq.~11!. Equation~11! can be also used
for the determination of the directions of the polarizati
vectors of different order of approximation, see Farra~2001!.
In the zeroth-order approximation, the polarization vecto
ei

3. In the first-order approximation we get

gi
~1!$3%5

B̂13
~0!

G3
~0!2G1

~0!
êi

~0!11
B̂23

~0!

G3
~0!2G2

~0!
êi

~0!21ei
3. ~12!

It is easy to show that in contrast to the general Eq.~11!, Eq.
~12! holds for arbitrarily chosen vectorsei

K , not only for
êi

(0)K . It can thus be rewritten in the form

gi
~1!$3%5

B13

a22b2
ei

11
B23

a22b2
ei

21ei
3. ~13!

We took into account thatG3
(0)5a2 and G1

(0)5G2
(0)5b2.

Equation ~13! corresponds to the expression for the fir
order perturbation of theqP-wave polarization vector o
Jech and Psˇenčı́k ~1989!. Since B13 and B23 are the first-
order quantities, the vectorgi

(1)$3% is a unit vector in the
first-order approximation.

If we substitutegk
$m% in the Christoffel equation~2! by

the vector~11!, and multiply the resulting equation byej
3, we

get

G35G3
~1!1

~B̂13
~0!!2

G32G1
~1!

1
~B̂23

~0!!2

G32G2
~1!

. ~14!

This is a basic equation for the iterative determination of
higher-order approximations of the eigenvalueG3 , see Eq.
~30! of Farra ~2001!. We can proceed in the same way
Farra~2001! to obtain approximations ofG3 of different or-
ders. Specifically, in the first-order approximation we obt

G3
~1!5B̂33

~0!5B335G jkej
3ek

3, ~15!

see Eq.~9!. It is interesting to note that an odd-order appro
mation of the eigenvalueG3 can be determined from a lowe
odd-order approximation. The same holds for even-order
proximations, see Farra~2001!. The odd-order approxima
tions of the eigenvalueG3 are independent of the choice o
the reference medium while the even-order approximati
depend on its choice.

Since the elementsB13, B23, andB33 appearing in Eqs.
~13! and~15! are related only to the elementsB̄13, B̄23, and
B̄33, see Eq.~10!, from the discussion in Sec. II B it follows
that the first-order approximations of the polarization vec
~13! and of the eigenvalue~15! ~representing square of th
phase velocity of theqP wave in the first-order approxima
tion! depend on 15 WA parameters. From the phase velo
all 15 WA parameters can be determined. Nine individ
WA parameters and the remaining six in five combinatio
can be determined from the polarization vector. The po
ization vector depends, in addition, on the difference
squared phase velocities in the reference isotropic med
a22b2.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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D. qS wave

We consider the twoqS waves propagating in aniso
tropic media. We denote the faster waveqS1 and associate i
with the indexK51. The slowerqS2 wave is associated
with the indexK52. For theqS waves we must use a pro
cedure designed for the degenerate cases. In this section
assume that the considered direction is not a singular di
tion. Singular directions are considered in Sec. III. We ag
follow Farra ~2001! and express the polarization vector
the Kth qS wave, gi

$K% , in the basis (ei
1,ei

2,ei
3). Note that

arbitrarily chosen vectorsei
J are considered. Insertinggi

$K%

specified in this way into~2! and multiplying the resulting
equation successively byei

1, ei
2, andei

3, we get, after some
algebra, the following set of three equations for the proj
tions of the vectorgi

$K% into ei
1, ei

2, andei
3:

~M11
$K%2GK!gm

$K%em
1 1M12

$K%gm
$K%em

2 50, ~16a!

M12
$K%gm

$K%em
1 1~M22

$K%2GK!gm
$K%em

2 50, ~16b!

B13gm
$K%em

1 1B23gm
$K%em

2 1~G3
~1!2GK!gm

$K%em
3 50. ~16c!

Here we use the notation of Farra~2001!:

Mi j
$K%5Bi j 1

Bi3Bj 3

GK2G3
~1!

. ~17!

Note thatMi j
$K% in Eq. ~17! depends, through the indexK, on

the type of the consideredqS wave. From the condition of
solvability of Eqs.~16a! and ~16b!, we get expressions fo
the eigenvaluesGK of the twoqS waves:

G15 1
2@M11

$1%1M22
$1%1AD1# ~18a!

and

G25 1
2@M11

$2%1M22
$2%2AD2#, ~18b!

where

DK5~M11
$K%2M22

$K%!214~M12
$K%!2. ~19!

From Eqs.~16! and~17!, we can determine vectors pa
allel to the exact polarization vectorsgi

$1% andgi
$2% . They can

be written as follows:

PKei
11QKei

21RKei
3. ~20!

The symbolsPK andQK in ~20! have the following meaning

P15A1

2 S 11
M11

$1%2M22
$1%

AD1
D ,

~21a!

Q15sgn~M12
$1%!A1

2 S 12
M11

$1%2M22
$1%

AD1
D ,

and

P252sgn~M12
$2%!A1

2 S 12
M11

$2%2M22
$2%

AD2
D ,

~21b!

Q25A1

2 S 11
M11

$2%2M22
$2%

AD2
D .
1369V. Farra and I. Pšenčı́k: Wave attributes in anisotropic media
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The symbolRK in ~20! reads

RK5
B13PK1B23QK

GK2G3
~1!

. ~21c!

As in the case ofqP waves, the vectors~20! are generally
not unit.

Equations~18! and ~20!, which hold for arbitrarily cho-
sen vectorsei

1 and ei
2, are basic equations for the iterativ

determination of the higher-order approximations of the
genvalues and eigenvectors of the twoqSwaves propagating
in anisotropic media, see Farra~2001!. It is only necessary to
find higher-order approximationsMi j

(n)$K% of the matrixMi j
$K%

and insert them into~18! and~20!. From ~17!, the first-order
approximationMi j

(1)$K% is obviouslyMi j
(1)$K%5Bi j , and it is

thus the same for bothqS waves. Thenth-order approxima-
tion Mi j

(n)$K% of the matrixMi j
$K% , for n>2, is defined by Eq.

~17! with GK substituted byGK
(n22) , see Farra~2001!. Let us

consider, for example, theqS1 wave. InsertingMi j
(n)$1% into

~18a! yields nth-order approximationG1
(n) of the eigenvalue

G1 . Inserting Mi j
(n)$1% into ~20!, specified forK51, yields

(n21)-st-order approximationgi
(n21)$1% of the polarization

vectorgi
$1% . For theqS2 wave, the procedure is analogou

As in the case ofqP wave, the odd-order approximations
the eigenvalues~18! are independent of the choice of th
reference medium while the even-order approximations
pend on it.

Let us again consider theqS1 wave, for example, and
let us introduce vectorsêi

(n21)1, êi
(n21)2 chosen in an analo

gous way to the vectorsêi
(0)1, êi

(0)2 in Eq. ~8!. Specifically,
let us choose them so that they define thenth-order approxi-
mationM̂ i j

(n)$1% of the matrixMi j
$1% , which satisfies

M̂12
~n!$1%50, M̂11

~n!$1%.M̂22
~n!$1% . ~22!

We can see that forn51, Eq. ~22! reduces to Eq.~8! since
M̂ i j

(1)$K%5B̂i j
(0) . This is a consequence of the equati

Mi j
(1)$K%5Bi j , which holds for arbitrarily chosen vectorsei

J .
Using vectorsêi

(n21)1 and êi
(n21)2 chosen in the above de

scribed way, we get from~18a! and ~19! the expression for
the nth approximationG1

(n) of the eigenvalueG1 :

G1
~n!5M̂11

~n!$1% . ~23!

In the first-order approximation (n51), Eq. ~23! yields the
first equation of~9!:

G1
~1!5M̂11

~1!$1%5B̂11
~0! . ~24!

The direction of the vectorgi
(n)$1% , which represents the

nth-order approximation (n>1) of the polarization vector
gi

$1% of the consideredqS1 wave is specified by the vector

êi
~n!11

B̂13
~n!

G1
~n21!2G3

~1!
ei

3. ~25!

Note again that the vector~25! is not unit. Equation~25!
follows from Eq.~20! specified forK51. Forn50, Eq.~20!
specified forK51 yields the vectorêi

(0)1 as the zeroth-orde
approximation of the vectorgi

$1% . The symbolB̂kl
(n) denotes a

matrix defined by Eq.~6!, in which the vectorsei
J are sub-
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stituted by the vectorsêi
(n)J . For n50, the matrixB̂kl

(n) re-
duces toB̂kl

(0) satisfying~8!. In the first-order approximation
(n51), Eq. ~25! yields the direction of the vectorgi

(1)$1% ,

êi
~1!11

B̂13
~1!

b22a2
ei

3. ~26!

Note that when using the vectorsêi
(n)J , the nth-order ap-

proximation of the polarization vectorgi
$1% has zero projec-

tion into the vectorêi
(n)2. Since the vectorêi

(1)1 used in~26!
differs from êi

(0)1, Eq. ~26! differs from a similar equation
for the first-order perturbation of theqS1-wave polarization
vector given by Jech and Psˇenčı́k ~1989!.

In an analogous way, we can derive corresponding
proximations of the eigenvalueG2 and of the direction of the
polarization vectorgi

$2% of the qS2 wave. In Eq.~22!, we
must substituteM̂ i j

(n)$1% by M̂ i j
(n)$2% . This defines a new set o

vectors êi
(n21)1 and êi

(n21)2, which are generally differen
from the set of vectorsêi

(n21)1 andêi
(n21)2 related to theqS1

wave. Then, Eq.~23! becomesG2
(n)5M̂22

(n)$2% and in Eq.~25!,
êi

(n)1, B̂13
(n) , andG1

(n21) must be substituted byêi
(n)2, B̂23

(n) ,
andG2

(n21) , respectively.
The vectorsêi

(n)J corresponding to one of the considere
qS waves, let us say theqS1 wave, can be expressed
terms of arbitrarily chosen, mutually perpendicular unit ve
tors ei

1 andei
2 in the following way:

êi
~n!15ei

1 cosf~n!1ei
2 sinf~n!,

~27!
êi

~n!252ei
1 sinf~n!1ei

2 cosf~n!.

The anglef (n) can be determined from the equation

tan 2f~n!5
2M12

~n11!$1%

M11
~n11!$1%2M22

~n11!$1%
. ~28!

Equation~28! follows from the first condition in Eq.~22! if
we take into account that the matrixMi j

(n11)$1% satisfies the
same relations~10! as the matrixBi j . The second condition
in ~22! guarantees unique determination of the anglef (n)

from Eq. ~28!. For n50, Eq. ~28! yields

tan 2f~0!5
2B12

B112B22
. ~29!

For the qS2 wave, we can proceed in the same way. W
obtain, of course, generally different vectorsêi

(n)1 and êi
(n)2

and different values of the anglesf (n). Only in the zeroth-
order @see Eq.~29!# and the first-order approximation,f (0)

and f (1) have universal meaning for bothqS waves since
Mi j

(1)$1%5Mi j
(1)$2% andMi j

(2)$1%5Mi j
(2)$2% .

Let us mention that the procedure of selection of vect
êi

(n21)J satisfying Eq.~22! can be extended to the limiting
case. For theKth qS wave we can specify vectorsêi

J so that
the elements of the matrixM̂ i j

$K% @the matrixM̂ i j
$K% is the exact

matrix Mi j
$K% , see~17!, specified for the vectorsêi

J] satisfy
similar relations to those in Eq.~22!:

M̂12
$K%50, M̂11

$K%.M̂22
$K% . ~30!

For such a specification, we get for theqS1 wave from~18a!
and ~19! specified forK51,
V. Farra and I. Pšenčı́k: Wave attributes in anisotropic media
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G15M̂11
$1% , ~31!

and for the direction of the corresponding exact polarizat
vector,

êi
11

B̂13

G12G3
~1!

ei
3. ~32!

The matrixB̂mn is specified by the vectorsêi
J . Again, analo-

gous expressions for the eigenvalueG2 and for the direction
of the polarization vectorgi

$2% can be written for theqS2
wave. Let us again emphasize that the corresponding vec
êi

1 and êi
2 are generally different from the vectorsêi

J related
to theqS1 wave.

The first-order approximation of theqS-wave polariza-
tion vectors@see~26! for qS1 wave, for example# depends
on the elementsB̄13 andB̄23 of the matrixB̄mn @the elements
B̂13

(1) andB̂23
(1) are functions ofB̄13 andB̄23 only, see Eq.~10!#

and, through the anglef (1), which controls specification o
the vectorsêi

(1)J @see~28! specified forn51], also on ele-
mentsB̄11, B̄12, and B̄22. The first-order approximation o
the eigenvalues~24! depends on elementsB̄11, B̄12, andB̄22

@sinceB̂11
(0) and B̂22

(0) depend onB̄11, B̄12, andB̄22 only, see
Eq. ~10!#. From the discussion in Sec. II B, it follows that th
first-order approximations of the eigenvalues~representing
squares of the phase velocities in the first-order approxi
tions! and of the polarization vectors ofqSwaves depend on
the complete set of 21 WA parameters. Six individual W
parameters and remaining 15 in nine combinations can
determined from the phase velocity. Fifteen individual W
parameters and remaining six in five combinations can
determined from the polarization vectors. The polarizat
vectors are, in addition, also controlled by the difference
squared velocities of the reference isotropic mediu
a22b2.

III. ACOUSTICAL AXES

Characteristic feature of any anisotropic medium are
calledacoustical axes. According to Schoenberg and Helb
~1997! the acoustical axes specify two kinds of direction
longitudinal and singular.

A. Longitudinal directions

A longitudinal direction is a direction in which theqP
wave is purely longitudinal and theqS waves are purely
transverse. The polarization vectorgi

$3% of the qP wave is
parallel to the corresponding wave normalni ; the polariza-
tion vectorsgi

$K% of theqSwaves are perpendicular toni . By
taking this into account in Eqs.~11! and in the expression fo
RK in ~21c!, we can see that in the longitudinal direction

B̂13
~0!5B̂23

~0!5B135B2350. ~33!

We can see that Eq.~33! holds for arbitrary choice of vector
ei

K . From Eqs.~12! or ~13!, we can see that if Eq.~33! holds,
also the first-order approximation of theqP-wave polariza-
tion vector is parallel to the wave vectorni . From Eq.~26!,
we can see that the first-order approximation of
qS1-wave polarization vector is perpendicular to the wa
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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vectorni if Eq. ~33! holds. Thus the longitudinal direction
determined from the first-order perturbation formulas a
identical with exact longitudinal directions.

Let us mention that the condition~33! is automatically
satisfied in isotropic media. This means that every direct
in an isotropic medium is a longitudinal direction.

From Eq.~14! we can derive another interesting pro
erty of the first-order perturbation of theqP-wave eigen-
value. ForG3.G1

(1) and G3.G2
(1) , Eq. ~14! indicates that

G3>G3
(1) , i.e., the qP-wave first-order formula yields a

value which is less than or at most equal to the exact eig
value. An alternative proof of this inequality can be found
the Appendix of Psˇenčı́k and Gajewski~1998!. We can see
from Eq. ~14! that the equalityG35G3

(1) occurs when~33!
holds, i.e., in longitudinal directions.

A similar property as above holds also for theqSwaves.
The proof is only slightly more complicated. Let us consid
vectorsêi

(0)J chosen so that conditions~8! are satisfied and
let us rewrite Eqs.~18! for this specification. We get

G15
1

2 S B̂11
~0!1B̂22

~0!1
~B̂13

~0!!21~B̂23
~0!!2

G12G3
~1!

1AD1D ,

~34!

G25
1

2 S B̂11
~0!1B̂22

~0!1
~B̂13

~0!!21~B̂23
~0!!2

G22G3
~1!

2AD2D .

Let us also rewrite Eq.~19! for the same specification:

DK5~B̂11
~0!2B̂22

~0!!21S ~B̂13
~0!!21~B̂23

~0!!2

GK2G3
~1! D 2

12~B̂11
~0!2B̂22

~0!!
~B̂13

~0!!22~B̂23
~0!!2

GK2G3
~1!

. ~35!

The quantityDK satisfies the following inequalities:

S B̂11
~0!2B̂22

~0!1
~B̂13

~0!!21~B̂23
~0!!2

GK2G3
~1! D 2

<DK , ~36a!

DK<S B̂11
~0!2B̂22

~0!2
~B̂13

~0!!21~B̂23
~0!!2

GK2G3
~1! D 2

. ~36b!

The inequalities in~36! follow from

2@~B̂13
~0!!21~B̂23

~0!!2#<~B̂13
~0!!22~B̂23

~0!!2

<~B̂13
~0!!21~B̂23

~0!!2 ~37!

and fromGK,G3
(1) . Inserting~36b! to the expression forG1

in ~34! and ~36a! to G2 , we get two important results:

G1<B̂11
~0!5G1

~1! , G2<B̂22
~0!5G2

~1! . ~38!

We can see that the first-order formulas yield values wh
are greater than or at least equal to exact eigenvalues o
qS waves. As in the case ofqP wave, we can see from Eqs
~17!–~19! that the equalityG15G1

(1) and G25G2
(1) occurs

when ~33! holds, i.e., in longitudinal directions.
1371V. Farra and I. Pšenčı́k: Wave attributes in anisotropic media
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Let us mention that the equality of the first-order a
proximation of only one of theqS-wave eigenvalues to its
exact counterpart does not imply a longitudinal directio
The SH wave in a TI medium can be taken as an examp

Equations~33! can be thus used for the determination
longitudinal directions if the WA parameters are known
vice versa, for the determination~or constraint! of the WA
parameters if the longitudinal directions are known from o
servations. In the (x,z) plane of an orthorhombic medium
the equationB̄1350 yields two ‘‘bound’’ directions~Helbig,
1993! along coordinate axesx andz and an equation

2exn1
222ezn3

21dx~n3
22n1

2!50. ~39!

Equation B̄2350 is satisfied automatically. For tan2 u
5n1

2/n3
2, whereu is measured from thez-axis, and under one

of the conditions

1
2dx,min~ex ,ez!,

1
2dx.max~ex ,ez!, ~40!

Eq. ~39! yields

tan2 u5
2ez2dx

2ex2dx
. ~41!

Equation ~41! and conditions~40! are equivalent to those
given for the same situation by Schoenberg and He
~1997!. In a similar way we get for the (x,y) plane of an
orthorhombic medium from Eqs.~33! two ‘‘bound’’ direc-
tions along coordinate axesx andy and the direction

tan2 u5
2ey2dz

2ex2dz
. ~42!

Hereu is measured from they axis. The longitudinal direc-
tions can exist if one of the conditions

1
2dz,min~ex ,ey!, 1

2dz.max~ex ,ey! ~43!

is satisfied.

B. Singular directions

The second type of acoustical axes is connected w
singular directions. Singular directions exist only forqS
waves and occur when the phase velocities~or the eigenval-
uesGM) of the twoqSwaves are equal. This is the so-calle
degenerate situation in perturbation analysis. In such a s
ation, it is not possible to specify uniquely the polarizati
vectors of theqS waves. It is only possible to find the plan
in which the polarization vectors are situated, i.e., the pl
perpendicular to the third polarization vector. This fact
flects the indeterminacy of corresponding formulas for
polarization vectors. The expression~17! is independent of
the type of the considered wave in the singular direct
becauseG15G2 . Inspection of Eqs.~18! reveals that the
equalityG15G2 occurs ifD15D250. BecauseDK is given,
see ~19!, by a sum of two quadratic terms, each of the
terms must be zero. This yields

M11
$K%5M22

$K% , M12
$K%50. ~44!

Equation~44! holds simultaneously forK51 andK52, and
for an arbitrary choice of the vectorsei

K . In the first-order
approximation, the singular direction is specified by
1372 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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B115B22, B1250. ~45!

In the (x,z) plane of an orthorhombic medium, th
equationB1250 is automatically satisfied and equationB11

5B22 has an explicit form

a2~ex2dx1ez!cos4 u

1@b2~gy2gz!2a2~ex2dx1ez!#cos2 u

1b2~gz2gx!50. ~46!

In the plane (y,z), the equationB115B22 has the form

a2~ey2dy1ez!cos4 u

1@b2~gx2gz!2a2~ey2dy1ez!#cos2 u

1b2~gz2gy!50. ~47!

If a singular direction differs from a longitudinal direc
tion, the equalityG15G2 does not imply generallyG1

(1)

5G2
(1) . This means that the singular direction in the firs

order approximation, specified by~45!, differs generally
from the actual singular direction specified by~44!. This also
holds for approximations of higher orders. In the limit, th
singular direction should converge to the actual one. If E
~44! and ~45! are satisfied for the same direction, this au
matically implies that that direction is longitudinal. Let u
mention that the conditions~44! and ~45! are automatically
satisfied in isotropic media. This means that every direct
in an isotropic medium is a singular direction.

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In applications, the most frequently used formulas a
formulas based on the first-order approximation. In the f
lowing, we shall compare results of the first- and seco
order perturbation formulas forqS waves with exact results
for several types of anisotropic media. This will enable us
estimate accuracy of the first-order formulas in a vicinity
singular directions. Let us emphasize that the results of
section were obtained by using Eqs.~18! and ~20!. In order
to calculate thenth-order approximation of the square of th
phase velocity from Eq.~18!, thenth-order approximation of
the matrixMi j

$K% was used. The velocity was calculated as
square root from the corresponding eigenvalue. For the
termination of thenth-order approximation of polarization
vectors from ~20!, the (n11)-th-order approximation of
Mi j

$K% was used.
For illustration of effects of a singularity on the firs

order approximation formulas, let us consider a simple tra
versely isotropic medium with vertical axis of symmetry. W
use the model of thin water-filled cracks of Shearer a
Chapman~1989!. The model is specified by the density
normalized elastic parametersAi j , in ~km/s!2, with values
A115A22520.16, A33519.63, A1257.40, A135A2357.26,
A445A5553.48, andA6656.38. Anisotropy of this model is
rather strong, about 29% and 30% forqS waves. Due to the
axial symmetry of the medium, it is sufficient to investiga
just a quadrant of a vertical plane containing the axis
symmetry. Figure 1 shows variations of phase velocities
the twoqSwaves in such a section. The angleu specifies the
V. Farra and I. Pšenčı́k: Wave attributes in anisotropic media
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direction of the wave vector,u50° corresponds to the direc
tion along the axis of symmetry, andu590° corresponds to
the direction perpendicular to it. The two distinct curves c
respond to theSH and qSV waves. Polarization of theSH
wave is perpendicular to the plane of propagation and thu
the wave vector~therefore we omit the letterq in front of
SH); theqSVwave is polarized in the plane of propagatio
its polarization is generally not perpendicular to the wa
vector. The first-order phase velocity formula for theSH
wave yields exact values of the phase velocity~because the
zeroth-order approximation of theSH-wave polarization
vector coincides with its exact counterpart!. For the qSV
wave the values generally differ, the approximate values
ing always greater than or equal to the exact ones~see the
analytical proof above!. Results of the approximate formul
coincide with exact foru50° ~kiss singularity!, for approxi-
mately 45°~longitudinal direction! and for 90°~another lon-
gitudinal direction!. For the goals of this paper, the mo
interesting is the intersection of theSH- and qSV-wave
phase velocities at 58.59°, which corresponds to an inter
tion singularity. We can see that the singularity estimated
the first-order formula is shifted from the direction of th
true singularity to the directionu559.7° determined from
~46!. The first-order perturbation formula thus yields d
torted result. It is of interest that there is no shift in case
the kiss singularity. The kiss singularity direction coincid
with the longitudinal direction, which is determined exac
by the first-order formulas.

Let us now consider a more complicated situation,
orthorhombic model used by Farra~2001!. The model is
specified by the density-normalized elastic parametersAi j ,
in ~km/s!2, with valuesA11510.8,A22511.3,A3358.5, A12

52.2, A1351.9, A2351.7, A4453.6, A5553.9, and A66

54.3. Squares of theP- andS-wave velocities of the refer
ence isotropic medium are chosen 10.04 and 4.01~km/s!2,
respectively. Figure 2 shows exact~top!, first-order~middle!,
and second-order~bottom! maps of relative difference
~in %! of qS1 andqS2 phase velocities as functions of th
polar angleu and the azimuthw specifying the wave vector

FIG. 1. qSV- and SH-wave phase velocity sections for the VTI mediu
specified in the text. Comparison of exact and first-order values.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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FIG. 2. Exact, first-order, and second-order maps of relative difference
qS1- andqS2-wave phase velocities as functions of azimuthf and polar
angleu for an orthorhombic medium of Farra~2001!.
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The relative differences are calculated as differences of
qS-wave velocities normalized by their average. There i
point singularity atw50° and u534.4° and the region o
small differences extends to larger values ofw in the map of
exact differences. Another region of small differences can
observed on the right-hand side of the exact map forw590°
andu;35°. Let us now compare the exact map with its fir
order approximation in the middle frame. We can see sev
interesting phenomena. The most significant is the shif
the region of minimum differences to higher values ofu,
from 34.4° to 38.91° following from~46!. Another important
feature is the appearence of two minima seemingly indic
ing existence of singularities forw590°,u533°, andu545°.
The bottom of the valley crossing the plots foru;30°–40° is
deeper in the first-order map. For relative differences ofqS1
andqS2 phase velocities greater than approximately 3%,
differences between the top and middle frames are minim
From inspection of the frame of the second-order appro
mation, we can see that it gives effectively the same res
as the exact formula. Slight exception is the region ofw590°
andu;35°.

In the following, we show effects of the first-order pe
turbations on the model of orthorhombic medium propos
and studied in detail by Schoenberg and Helbig~1997!. The
model has been obtained by combining finely layered~VTI !
model with vertical fractures. The model is specified by t
density-normalized elastic parametersAi j , in ~km/s!2, with
values A1159.00, A2259.84, A3355.94, A1253.60, A13

52.25, A2352.40, A4452.00, A5551.60, and A6652.18.
Squares of theP- and S-wave velocities of the referenc
isotropic medium are chosen as 7.60 and 2.26~km/s!2, re-
spectively. Figure 3 shows again exact~top!, first-order
~middle!, and second-order~bottom! maps of relative differ-
ences ofqS1 andqS2 phase velocities. This model has fo
singularities in the shown map: two singularities~conical
points! for w50° and u520.1° andu559.8°, one conical
point for w590° and u572.5°, and another one fo
w544.89° andu546.53°~see Schoenberg and Helbig, 1997!.
Comparison of the exact and first-order maps yields sev
interesting phenomena. We can see that, as in Fig. 2,
singularity w50°, u559.8° is shifted within the plane o
symmetryw50° to u566.23° following from~46!. The other
singularity in the same plane,w50°, u520.1°, remains, how-
ever, at nearly the same position, specifically atu520.09°.
This is a result of the closeness of the longitudinal direct
specified byw50° and u520.3°. As mentioned above, th
first-order formulas yield exact results for the longitudin
directions. Thus the differences between the first-order
proximations of phase velocities of theqS waves in a vicin-
ity of a longitudinal direction are also close to exact on
The singularity w590°, u572.5° is shifted in the plane
w590° to u576.74° following from~47!. Interesting is the
shift of the point singularityw544.89°, u546.53° situated
off the symmetry planes. The shift of the singularity in t
first-order approximation is in both directions. It is about
in w and about 4° in the polar angleu. As in Fig. 2, the
results of the second-order formula practically coincide w
exact results. The only exception is the singularityw590°,
u572.5°, which remains shifted by about 2°. The use of
1374 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
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FIG. 3. Exact, first-order, and second-order maps of relative difference
qS1- andqS2-wave phase velocities as functions of azimuthf and polar
angleu for an orthorhombic medium of Schoenberg and Helbig~1997!.
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FIG. 4. Deviations~in degrees! of the exactqS1-wave polarization vector
from its zeroth-, first- and second-order approximations as functions of
muth f and polar angleu for an orthorhombic medium of Schoenberg a
Helbig ~1997!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 3, September 2003
third-order formula would shift the singularity to the prop
position.

The effect of singularities on polarization vectors
much more pronounced. In singular directions the formu
for polarization vectors are indetermined. In their vicinit
polarization vectors change fast. This can be seen in Fig
Figure 4 shows deviations of the exact polarization vecto

i-

FIG. 5. The same as in Fig. 4 but for the azimuths and polar angles in
interval 30°–60°.
1375V. Farra and I. Pšenčı́k: Wave attributes in anisotropic media
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the fasterqS1 wave from the zeroth-order~top!, first-order
~middle! and second-order~bottom! approximation of the
same polarization vector. From the upper plot we can see
the zeroth-order approximation yields deviation less than
in only small regions. Generally, the deviation of the zero
order approximation is large; it reaches values of 90°! T
points in which the isolines concentrate represent actual
shifted positions of singularities. The actual positions are
lated to the exact polarization vector, which varies sign
cantly in their vicinity. The shifted positions are related
the zeroth-order approximation of the polarization vect
which varies significantly in the vicinity of the shifted pos
tions ~see the top plot in Fig. 3!. There is only very slightly
increased variation of deviations in the vicinity of the sing
larity w50°, u520.1°. The first-order approximation~middle
plot! of the polarization vector reduces the deviations sign
cantly. The maximum deviations are again up to 90°,
they are concentrated to the narrow region connecting th
singularities. Except for the singularityw590°, u572.5°, the
concentrations of isolines are close to actual positions of
gularities. This picture further improves when second-or
approximation of the polarization vector is used~see the bot-
tom plot in Fig. 4!. The maximum deviation does not exce
1° in most of the studied region; all non-negligible deviatio
are concentrated in the narrow belt connecting the three
tual singularities whose positions are indicated by concen
tion of isolines.

Figure 5 shows detailed maps of the deviations of
exact polarization vector of the fasterqS1 wave from the
zeroth-order ~top!, first-order ~middle! and second-orde
~bottom! approximation of the same polarization vector. W
concentrate there on the vicinity of the singularity which c
be seen in Fig. 4 in the region ofw andu between 40° and
50°. The shift of the singularity with varying order of th
approximation is clearly visible.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A detailed analysis of higher-order formulas of Far
~2001! for the eigenvalues and directions of the polarizat
vectors ofqP and qS waves in weakly anisotropic medi
was performed. Possible ways of constructing sepa
higher-order perturbation forqS1 and qS2 waves were
shown. The formulas depend on various elements of the
trix Bmn , which, in turn, depend linearly on the WA or ela
tic parameters of a medium. Thus the sensitivity analysis
attributes of elastic waves to the parameters of the med
reduces to the sensitivity analysis of the elements of the
trix Bmn .

Analysis of the first-order perturbation formulas f
phase velocities and polarization vectors yielded the follo
ing results. From inversion ofqP-wave phase velocity, 15
independent WA parameters can be found. If informat
aboutqP-wave polarization and/or orientation of longitud
nal axes is available in addition, the same 15 WA parame
can be found, no more. From inversion ofqS-wave veloci-
ties, only six independent WA parameters can be found.
dition of information about singular directions cannot chan
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this situation. If, however, information aboutqS-wave polar-
ization and/or of orientation of the longitudinal axes is ava
able, the number of determinable independent WA para
eters increases to 15. In order to determine all 21 W
parameters, observations of bothqP- and qS-wave phase
velocities are necessary. From observations ofqP- and
qS-wave polarizations alone, only nine individual WA pa
rameters can be found. Additional use of the acoustical a
specifically of the singular directions, adds six further ind
pendent WA parameters. Using~A3!, a similar analysis can
be made for elastic parameters.

Another goal of this contribution was to show the effe
of the first-order perturbation formulas on the determinat
of acoustical axes. For this purpose, explicit analytical c
ditions for the determination of the acoustical axis we
given. We have found, both analytically and in numeric
examples, that the approximations do not affect positions
the longitudinal directions. They may, however, affect qu
significantly positions of singularities. The effects can be
moved by using higher-order approximations.
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APPENDIX: EXPRESSIONS FOR ELEMENTS OF THE
MATRIX B̄ mn

We introduce three mutually perpendicular unit vecto
ēi

1, ēi
2, andēi

3 so thatēi
35ni , whereni is a unit wave vector.

The vectorsēi
1 andēi

2 are situated in the plane perpendicul
to ēi

3 and they are selected so that

ēi
1[D21~n1n3 ,n2n3 ,n3

221!,
~A1!

ēi
2[D21~2n2 ,n1,0!, ēi

35ni[~n1 ,n2 ,n3!,

where

D5~n1
21n2

2!1/2, n1
21n2

21n3
251. ~A2!

In the following, a reference isotropic medium with th
P-wave velocitya andS-wave velocityb is considered. We
specify the symmetric matrixBmn given in Eq.~6! for vec-
tors ~A1! and denote itB̄mn . The matrix B̄mn can be ex-
pressed in terms of 21 WA parameters:
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ng
ex5
A112a2

2a2
, ey5

A222a2

2a2
, ez5

A332a2

2a2
,

dx5
A1312A552a2

a2
, dy5

A2312A442a2

a2
,

dz5
A1212A662a2

a2
,

xx5
A1412A56

a2
, xy5

A2512A46

a2
, xz5

A3612A45

a2
,

~A3!

e155
A15

a2
, e165

A16

a2
, e245

A24

a2
,
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e265
A26

a2
, e345

A34

a2
, e355

A35

a2
,

e465
A46

a2
, e565

A56

a2
, e455

A45

b2
,

gx5
A552b2

2b2
, gy5

A442b2

2b2
, gz5

A662b2

2b2
.

Although the WA parameters depend on velocitiesa andb of
the reference isotropic medium, the matrixB̄mn is indepen-
dent of these velocities. Its elements have the followi
form:
B̄115b212a2D22~n3
3@~e152e35!n1

31~e242e34!n2
31~xx2e34!n1

2n21~xy2e35!n1n2
2#

1n3
2@~ex2dx1ez!n1

41~ey2dy1ez!n2
41~dz2dx2dy12ez!n1

2n2
212~e162xz!n1

3n212~e262xz!n1n2
3#

1n3@~e352e15!n1
51~e342e24!n2

51~e342xx!n1
4n21~e352xy!n1n2

4

1~2e352xy2e15!n1
3n2

21~2e342xx2e24!n1
2n2

3# !12b2D22~gxn1
21gyn2

21e45n1n2!,

B̄125a2D22~n3
2@~xx2e34!n1

32~xy2e35!n2
31~e351xy22e15!n1

2n21~2e242xx2e34!n1n2
2#

1n3@~e162xz!n1
42~e262xz!n2

41~dx2dy22ex1dz!n1
3n21~dx2dy12ey2dz!n1n2

313~e262e16!n1
2n2

2#

1@~e152xy!n1
4n21~xx2e24!n1n2

41~e152xy!n1
2n2

31~xx2e24!n1
3n2

21e46n2
32e56n1

31e46n1
2n22e56n1n2

2# !

1b2D22n3@2~gy2gx!n1n21e45n1
22e45n2

2#,

B̄225b212b2D22n3
2~gxn2

21gyn1
22e45n1n2!

12a2D22~n3@~e46n1
31e56n2

3!1~e562xx1e24!n1
2n21~e462xy1e15!n1n2

2#

1~ex1ey2dz!n1
2n2

21~e262e16!n1
3n22~e262e16!n1n2

3#)12b2gz~n1
21n2

2!,
~A4!

B̄135a2D21$n3
4~e34n21e35n1!1n3

3@~dx2ex2ez!n1
21~dy2ey2ez!n2

212xzn1n2#

1n3
2@~4xx23e34!n1

2n21~4xy23e35!n1n2
21~4e1523e35!n1

31~4e2423e34!n2
3#

1n3@~2dz2dx2dy2ex2ey12ez!n1
2n2

212~2e162xz!n1
3n212~2e262xz!n1n2

3

1~ex1ez2dx!n1
41~ey1ez2dy!n2

41~ex2ez!n1
21~ey2ez!n2

2#2xxn1
2n22xyn1n2

22e15n1
32e24n2

3%,

B̄235a2D21$n3
3~e34n12e35n2!1n3

2@~dy2dx2ey1ex!n1n21xzn1
22xzn2

2#

1n3@~2xy23e15!n1
2n22~2xx23e24!n1n2

21xxn1
32xyn2

3#

1~dz2ex2ey!n1
3n22~dz2ex2ey!n1n2

313~e262e16!n1
2n2

21e16n1
42e26n2

41~ey2ex!n1n2%,

B̄335a212a2@2n3
3~e34n21e35n1!1n3

2~~dx2ex2ez!n1
21~dy2ey2ez!n2

212xzn1n21ez!

12n3~xxn1
2n21xyn1n2

21e15n1
31e24n2

3!1exn1
21eyn2

21~dz2ex2ey!n1
2n2

212e16n1
3n212e26n1n2

3#.
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